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problem. This emphasis on Federation was evidently
designed to initiate wavering minds into the ideal which
alone seemed to admit of providing the conditions in which
central responsibility might be embodied in the Constitution.
The failure to arrive at any decisions upon the questions
of paramount importance induced the Conference to resort
to the well-known expedient of appointing committees.
It was proposed to set up (i) a consultative committee ;
(2) a committee for examining the revision of franchise
and constituencies ; (3) a committee for detailed scrutiny
of the financial proposals ; and (4) a committee for examining
specific financial problems in some of the Indian States.
The last three were known as " fact finding " committees.
Perhaps the only effective decision to which the Con-
ference agreed, was that the North-West Frontier Pro-
vince should be raised to the status of a Governor's Province,
with due regard to the necessary requirements of the
Frontier.
The Conference came to an end on December i. In
view of the extraordinary interest and enthusiasm roused
by Gandhi's presence we should enquire what assistance he
was able to render in the solution of the difficulties that
faced it.
d THE CONGRESS  MANDATE
So far as the framing of the Constitution was concerned,
Gandhi took his stand on the Congress demand for Puma
Swaraj, meaning complete independence, which, he argued,
was not inconsistent with " an indissoluble partnership "
with the British people. In the details of the proposed
Federal structure Jie had little interest. What he aimed
at was clear from the very first pronouncement he made
before the Federal Structure Committee. He wanted
His Majesty's Government to realize that the Congress
was not merely a powerful political organization but it was
a dynamic movement that had touched and stirred the

